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Experiments using laser cooled atoms and ions show real promise for practical applications in
quantum-enhanced metrology, timing, navigation, and sensing as well as exotic roles in quantum
computing, networking and simulation. The heart of many of these experiments has been translated
to microfabricated platforms known as atom chips whose construction readily lend themselves to
integration with larger systems and future mass production. To truly make the jump from labora-
tory demonstrations to practical, rugged devices, the complex surrounding infrastructure (including
vacuum systems, optics, and lasers) also needs to be miniaturized and integrated. In this paper
we explore the feasibility of applying this approach to the Magneto-Optical Trap; incorporating the
vacuum system, atom source and optical geometry into a permanently sealed micro-litre system ca-
pable of maintaining 10−10mbar for more than 1000 days of operation with passive pumping alone.
We demonstrate such an engineering challenge is achievable using recent advances in semiconductor
microfabrication techniques and materials.
I. ULTRACOLD QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
Since the first demonstrations of atoms and ions at
sub-millikelvin temperatures in the mid-1980s, the field
of atomic physics has been revolutionized by laser cooling
and trapping as it provides researchers with a method to
probe some of the purest, most sensitive, and controllable
quantum systems available. This field is still highly pro-
ductive and recently has put significant emphasis on the
practical applications of this technology beyond the lab-
oratory [1, 2]. It was evident very early on that ultracold
matter would be an indispensable tool in precise timing
applications and a recent demonstration [3] has shown ex-
tremely low instabilities at the 10−18 level. The wavelike
nature of atoms as they are cooled to lower temperatures
can be used to form atomic interferometers that outper-
form their optical counterparts in measurements of ac-
celerated reference frames [4–7], which are important for
inertial guidance systems, but can also provide sensitive
measurements of mass, charge and magnetic fields [8–11].
Greater sensitivity beyond the classical limit is possible
via squeezed states [12], interacting particles [13, 14] and
entangled states [15–17], which are also fundamental at-
tributes for quantum computing [18, 19], and long dis-
tance quantum networking [20]. Ultracold matter has
been used in the emerging field of quantum simulation
[21] and is an indispensable tool in determining funda-
mental constants [22], testing general relativity [23] and
defining measurement standards [24]. Many researchers
and industries believe such tools will be a major part of
the ‘second quantum revolution’ in which the more ‘ex-
otic’ properties of quantum physics are applied for prac-
tical applications [25, 26].
The field of ultracold matter has reached maturity in
both experimental methods and theoretical understand-
ing allowing experiments to begin leaving the laboratory
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[27–29]. These systems are bespoke, rarely take up a
volume less than a cubic metre, and require a team of
experts to operate. The many applications that will ben-
efit most from ultracold quantum technology are likely to
compromise sensitivity for far smaller and more rugged
devices, which can be mass-produced and do not require
the user to understand the internal operation in detail.
Commercial pressure will always push toward reduced
size, weight and power. One can already see the oppor-
tunities made possible with the move to microfabricated
atom and ion traps [30–33], but these firmly remain ‘chip-
in-a-lab’ components rather than ‘lab-in-a-chip’ systems.
The miniaturization we envisage is analogous to that
demonstrated by the recent development of commercially
available [34] chip-scale atomic clocks (CSACs), which
have shrunk a traditionally bulky optical spectroscopic
system down to one smaller than a grain of rice [35].
Some work has begun on miniaturizing the entire ul-
tracold atom system, most noteably the backpack-sized
iSense gravimeter [36], but to achieve the CSAC level of
sophistication, size and robustness in ultracold technol-
ogy will require at least another decade of development.
The trapping and cooling of hot vapour-phase atoms or
ions below millikelvin temperatures is the first stage in
all ultracold experiments, therefore the miniaturization
of this system known as the Magneto-Optical Trap [37]
(MOT) would be a significant step forward towards our
goal. Several academic and commercial research groups
have begun looking at the various ways the MOT can be
miniaturized using machined glass chambers [38], conical
retro-reflectors [39, 40], and etched multi-section silicon
and glass substrates [41]. Most of these demonstrations
are small-scale versions of standard MOTs, with only the
last device beginning to redesign the system from a mi-
crofabricated and integrated approach.
In this study we explore the feasibility of miniaturiz-
ing and integrating the ultra-high vacuum system, atom
source and MOT optics into a centimetre-scale device.
This will be achieved by using recent advances in ma-
2terials and techniques adapted from the semiconductor
and MEMS industries used in wafer-level mass produc-
tion. We will refer to the device as a ‘MicroMOT’ be-
cause the internal volume is sub-millilitre compared to
the typically litre-sized standard MOTs. The initial tar-
get operational lifetime is set at 1000 days, as this would
be at the lower end of a typical commercial service life
whilst still presenting a significant challenge. We also
aim to maintain an internal vacuum of 10−10mbar under
normal atmospheric external conditions, and do so with
only passive pumping elements and thus no power. Our
objective is to focus on this as an engineering challenge
from which a mass-producible technology can be devel-
oped, thus avoiding bespoke systems which may only be
suitable for proof-of-concept purposes.
In Sections II and III we describe a typical Magneto-
Optical Trap system, its construction, and how it can be
miniaturized including the lasers and optical systems. In
Section IV we discuss the source of vapour phase atoms
and how to control them. In Section V we explore so-
lutions to provide pumping, prevent permeation, limit
leaks, and overcome outgassing. In Section VI we bring
the above technologies together to design a prototype
Micro-MOT. In Section VII we discuss the assumptions
made in the study and highlight areas for further re-
search.
II. THE MAGNETO OPTICAL TRAP SYSTEM
Nearly all cold atom experiments begin with a Mag-
neto Optical Trap of which a typical design comprises an
Ultra-High Vacuum (UHV, <10−9 mbar) chamber with
internal volumes of around a litre with numerous optical
ports, atom sources, gauges and pumps attached. UHV
is obtained by thorough cleaning of the polished glass and
metal (typically stainless steel) components. The entire
system is assembled and evacuated using roughing and
turbomolecular pumps down to around 10−7 mbar. It is
then baked in the vicinity of 200◦C for several days whilst
being evacuated by ion and sublimation pumps and, once
cooled, will obtain vacua in the region of 10−10 mbar.
Obtaining vacua much beyond this, in the extreme high
vacuum (XHV) regime, can be very difficult and may re-
quire getters, cryogenic pumps, deeper cleaning regimes
and alternative chamber materials.
Once UHV is obtained, the MOT is formed of sev-
eral stabilized and finely-tuned laser beams that are
retro-reflected along each Cartesian axis intersecting at
the zero of a quadrupole magnetic field (see Figure
1). Vapour-phase atoms are released into the chamber,
cooled, trapped, and finally manipulated for their in-
tended task. Typically 107 atoms are trapped in a dense
cloud with diameters usually below 1mm and, for many
experiments (excluding ultra-sensitive long freefall exper-
iments), the atoms rarely move more than a few millime-
tres away from this point. The past decade has seen the
emergence of atom chips which allows for manipulation
FIG. 1. The standard MOT geometry. The laser polarizations
are indicated in text and the magnetic field direction in green
arrows.
of atoms microns away from surfaces using high magnetic
field gradients, created by microfabricated wires [42].
This raises the question to why such a large vacuum
system is required? The answer is that without resorting
to bespoke designs the pumps and gauges one can pur-
chase for UHV systems are very large, and regardless,
using current approaches the system is still difficult to
reduce below the size of a shoebox. Typically these are
far too bulky, expensive, and labour intensive to mass-
produce and so an alternative architecture and manu-
facturing approach is required, starting with the MOT
geometry.
For an integrated device the ‘standard’ geometry pre-
sented above is impractical due to the need for many
optical ports, complex alignment, large volumes, numer-
ous fragile optical elements and the difficulty in bring-
ing the atoms close to an atom chip surface. Several
alternative geometries have been proposed including the
mirror-MOT [43], pyramid-MOT [44, 45], and tetrahe-
dral MOT [46]. The latter two are attractive as they need
only a single incident beam, whose phase stability aids in
sub-Doppler cooling mechanisms, and both are suitable
for microfabrication. Miniaturized pyramid MOTs, how-
ever, suffer from low atom capture rates due to the small
volume in which the beams overlap [47, 48], significant
backscatter making the atoms difficult to detect [49], and
the geometry making transfer of the atoms to magnetic
surface traps non-trivial. A recently demonstrated planar
version of the tetrahedral-MOT using a two dimensional
grating as a reflector (which we refer to as the ‘G-MOT’,
see Figure 2) can capture a large number of atoms, has
3FIG. 2. A grating MOT geometry.
TABLE I. Comparison of the properties of various mi-
crofabricated MOT geometries (M=Mirror, P=Pyramid,
T=Tetrahedral, G=Grating, S=Standard.) compatible with
atom chips. Therefore we consider only the small scale pyra-
mid MOTs here, but larger reflectors follow V 1.2 scaling and
are suitable for compact space-borne cold atom systems [54].
MOT M P T G S
Number of beams 4 1 1 1 6
Optical ports 3 1 1 1 6
Volume scaling a V 1.2 V 2 V 1.2 V 1.2 V 1.2
Scatter low high low medium none
Bandwidthb all all all 100nm all
Fabricatability simplec difficult difficult mediumd N/A
a Larger exponents lead to lower numbers at smaller volumes.
We include scaling laws for beams diameters greater than 1mm.
b Limited by surface coatings and windows.
c For the MicroMOT design in Section VI, wide parallel beams
are not trivial [55].
d This can be made simple with ‘nanoimprint’ techniques.
lower backscatter [50], and can be easily integrated with
atom chip structures [51]. Some disadvantages include
the effect of the grating on the wavefronts and polar-
izations of the manipulation beams [52], and added dif-
ficulty in situations which require several widely-spaced
wavelengths (greater than 100nm [53]). Nevertheless, the
G-MOT appears to be the most suitable geometry for mi-
crofabricated devices. A comparison of the most suitable
MOT geometries is given in Table I.
A MOT should trap sufficient atoms to obtain ad-
equate sensitivities for intended application which will
ultimately be limited by the quantum projection noise.
Typical numbers of atoms range from 104 for clock stan-
dards [56] to 108 atoms for the initial cooling stage into
degeneracy. Of course, there exists other parameters
which define the performance of cold atom systems, such
as coherence time, shot noise, quantum state fidelity, etc.
but these factors are somewhat unrelated to the MOT it-
self where one can only affect the atom number, density,
capture rate and temperature. The temperature is typ-
ically in the region of tens to hundreds of microkelvin,
no matter the MOT geometry if sub-Doppler cooling
mechanisms exist, whereas atom number and density are
inter-related and are significantly affected by MOT geom-
etry and dimensions. The capture rate depends more on
the atom source/loading mechanism and background gas
pressure than the MOT geometry and will be discussed
in Section IV.
For most cold atom experiments, the practical number
of trapped atoms is on the order of Nt = 106. The G-
MOT characteristics show that the beam overlap volume,
Vt (cm3), follows the scaling law of Nt = 4× 107V 1.2t , re-
sulting in a minimum practical volume of 0.045 cm3. This
is equal to a 0.65 cm diameter, uniformly illuminated,
beam [57] forming a pyramidal volume. To ensure the
correct number of atoms and to take into account the ef-
fects of non-uniformly shaped beams, a pragmatic beam
diameter would be 1 cm. Experiments requiring degener-
ate gases may require up to 108 atoms to ensure a stable
phase density for condensation and also improve detec-
tion. This would warrant a beam diameter over double
that described above.
We assume that the device would incorporate an atom
chip structure so that the atoms are trapped and manip-
ulated with magnetic fields close to the surface, there-
fore the dimensions of the device have little impact on
the measurement. Studies have shown that laser cooling
close to surfaces begins to show losses as the atom-surface
separation decreases below 1mm [49, 58]. Thus, assum-
ing a typical MOT cloud with a diameter less than 1mm,
a lower limit on the vertical dimension would be 3mm.
We aim to explore this issue in another study, but point
out here that for a 1 cm diameter GMOT beam, ∼ 94%
of the overlap volume is contained within the first 3mm
from the grating surface.
In other matterwave experiments which manipulate
the atoms during free fall, the interaction time may be
limited to several milliseconds in a 3mm thick cham-
ber. For example, if we assume our trapped species is
rubidium which has been cooled to the Doppler limit of
146µK (r.m.s. speed of 20 cm s−1), and the atoms have
1mm to travel before losses occur, then the maximum
interaction time is 5ms neglecting gravity. This makes
the system applicable to recent work on high repetition
rate cold atom intertial sensors [59]. Sub-Doppler cool-
ing can increase the interaction time by a factor of 3 to
4, approaching the limit imposed by gravitational accel-
eration to the surface, which may be acceptable in many
situations. Alternatively, optical lattices can increase the
interaction time of matterwave interferometers without
drastically increasing the dimensions of the system [60].
These guided matter waves are a promising technique
4which could aid miniaturization and improve sensitivity.
III. LASERS AND OPTICS
In this study we will mainly concentrate on the UHV
system as this has had very little development in terms of
miniaturization and integration. However, the MOT also
requires laser systems, optics, optical modulators, spec-
trometers, and control electronics which could become
the limiting factor to the smallest scale cold atom tech-
nology can achieve. A single laser systems can be used to
provide optical power to a number of MOTs which might
be necessary in multi-axis inertial sensing, or spatial re-
solved gravity gradiometry; therefore one could accept a
larger scale of laser system, but the optics used to couple
and expand the beam into the MOTs would need to be
significantly reduced in size and made far more robust
with the possibility of mass-production. Diode lasers,
by their very nature are extremely small and it is the
surrounding optics that controls and couples the light to
external systems that determines the size of the ‘laser
system’. Miniaturization can also improve the properties
of these lasers by reducing the effects of thermal expan-
sion and vibration of the external components.
Feasible approaches to miniaturize the optics of the
laser system - as well as switching, modulating and rout-
ing the beams beyond the laser - include optical MEMS,
planar optics, precision placed micro-optics, and optical
waveguides (including fibers). Exploring each of these
fields compehensively is beyond the scope of this report
but we shall highlight a few technologies directly suitable
for miniaturized MOTs. For this the crucial components
to miniaturize and integrate are the laser diodes, wave-
length control elements, optical isolators, routing, and
beam expansion.
Micro-optical systems for cold atom applications have
been pioneered by the Ferdinand-Braun Institut which
have integrated diode lasers, Bragg reflectors, isolators,
modulators, spectrometers, optical amplifiers and fiber
couplers, all on a thermally-stable ceramic substrate no
bigger than a credit card [61, 62]. They have developed
lasers both for the MOT and high power systems [63]
for exciting Raman transitions used in the iSense project
[36].
The smallest scale devices, and most applicable to
mass-production, are planar-waveguide coupled lasers,
which are commercially available at the telecoms wave-
lengths, and show remarkably narrow linewidths and
mode-hop free operations along with reasonable powers
[64–66]. For cooling rubidium at 780nm there is a direct
frequency doubling route from 1560nm for these lasers
and is currently being developed for compact and ro-
bust space-based atom interferometers [67]. Waveguide
coupled lasers can take advantage of the various chip-
based control mechanisms such as phase-modulators [68],
coupler/splitters, switches and isolators [69]. There will
need to be some development to improve the efficiency of
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FIG. 3. An integrated confocal microscope adapted from [70].
Such technology can be used to produce large diameter shaped
beams from planar waveguides and also provide fluoresence
detection.
these systems at short wavelengths where the effect of re-
fractive index inhomogeneities will have a greater impact
compared to existing telecoms wavelengths. More devel-
opment is also required in the areas of chip-based non-
reciprocal optical isolators and high-attenuation, high-
speed, switches for the demanding constraints imposed
by decoherence-free atomic interactions. Integrating sev-
eral optical elements onto a single substrate will be a
sizeable challenge so optical fibre connected elements will
likely dominate.
As discussed in the previous section, MOTs require
quite large beam diameters which result in large opti-
cal systems to expand and collimate beams. We see
that a promising route towards miniaturising this is with
grating-based waveguide outcouplers. Coupling free-
space laser beams into a waveguide is typically achieved
with prisms placed on top of the waveguide to enable
a reduced wavevector difference between the guided and
free-space modes. This can be shrunk into grating cou-
plers which allow one to improve efficiency by altering
the dimensions of the grating. Concordantly, this process
can be used in reverse to out-couple beams and even fo-
cus and shape the beam profile. One directly-applicable
example is the work on integrated confocal microscopes
[70], as shown in figure 3, that also provide a means to
measure the reflected light intensity, or in our case the
fluorescence of the atoms. Due to the diffractive nature
of the light coupling the beam profile can be designed
with top-hat shapes with flat phase wavefronts – very im-
portant properties in efficient atom interferometry using
Raman transitions. These grating out-couplers have re-
cently been developed to address individual trapped ions
[71]. Planar optics offer alternative methods to expand
beams in compact systems using total internal reflection
and patterned surfaces within waveguides [72].
For applications which require laser beams access along
several axes integrated prisms and reflectors within the
5vacuum chamber are being developed along with inte-
grated windows in silicon substrates [41] and Fresnel
lenses [73–75]. Fibre coupling into and out of vacuum
would be beneficial for strong coupling to atoms and in-
terconnectable cold-atom systems. Waveguides are, yet
again, a viable route for this [76] and possibly recent ad-
vances in tapered nano-fibers [77] which can have several
alternative applications [78]. The recent development
of light-field imaging allows one to perform 3D imaging
via computer deconvolution along a single optical axis,
thus greatly simplifying the optical system where multi-
ple viewpoints are required [79].
The lasers must be stabilised to a specific closed-cycle
resonance of the atoms which are to be trapped. Many
techniques are available to produce useful spectroscopic
signals and the advances in chip scale atomic clocks [80],
hollow waveguides [81], and sub-wavelength fibres [82]
and cells [83] provide techniques for coupling beams into
atomic vapours. Therefore one can see that miniaturiza-
tion of the above systems has several clear development
route.
IV. ATOM SOURCE AND CONTROL
The atomic species to be cooled and trapped can be
sourced either from a hot vapour, or captured from an
atomic beam. The latter is usually produced from a hot
Knudsen oven, and requires additional cooling to obtain
a suitable capture efficiency in the MOT, usually via a
Zeeman slower [84] or chirped cooling [85]. Our chip
based system will be far too small for such slowers as
they require tens of centimetres for adequate decelera-
tion, although they can be made smaller using bichro-
matic force techniques [86]. Loading from a background
vapour is a common method which results in reasonably
fast loading rates, but requires a vapour pressure greater
than UHV, resulting in increased collisions and deco-
herence during subsequent manipulation [87]. Therefore
the vapour pressure must be controllable on short times
scales, ideally within a second. A common method to
achieve this uses a MOT cooled in two dimensions (2D-
MOT) in one chamber separated from a 3D-MOT in an-
other via a narrow conductance channel [88]. The 2D-
MOT chamber may be kept at a high vapour pressure so
that it may load many atoms into a low velocity beam di-
rected into the higher vacuum 3D-MOT chamber. This
technique has been used in miniaturized BEC systems
[41]. Such multichamber systems are likely to be neces-
sary for obtaining BECs which require a higher level of
vacuum, however in this study we aim solely to produce
a cold non-degenerate cloud of atoms, concentrating on
loading a single MOT from a room temperature vapour,
and to control it on short timescales. In situations where
long coherent times are not required, such as in high data
rate interferometers, one can tolerate higher vapour pres-
sures and even recapture the cold atom cloud [59].
Each laser cooled species has different chemical prop-
erties which bring different challenges. In this study we
look at rubidium as it is ubiquitous across the whole
scope of cold atom experiments, and poses the challenge
of a vapour pressure which is too high at room temper-
ature for efficient trapping. Species with lower vapour
pressure, such as strontium, could be easier to use as
they do not endanger the vacuum, but the high temper-
atures needed to obtain a suitable background pressure
results in less efficient trap loading, and so may require
the additional cooling mechanisms discussed above. Ru-
bidium melts at 39◦C and at room temperature has a
(87Rb) vapour pressure of 3 × 10−7mbar [89]. This re-
sults in significant collisional rates with trapped atoms
and also excessive fluorescence, making the detection of
the cold atoms very difficult. Moreover, the very small
volume of the MicroMOT will quickly result in vapour
saturation with no pumping mechanisms. A sufficient
vapour pressure to load a rubidium MOT is ∼ 10−8mbar,
but one must reduce this by an order of magnitude for
any decoherence-sensitive measurements. Therefore, one
must have a method to carefully regulate the flow of ru-
bidium into the MOT chamber.
The past decade’s development of CSACs has provided
a range of methods to introduce alkali atoms into mi-
crofabricated devices. These sources include pure metal
[90, 91], alkali compounds [90], wax pellets [92], alkali
azides [93], and alkali-enriched glass [94]. Most are not
suitable for UHV or result in poorly controlled, or limited
lifetime, sources. Pure rubidium is not suitable unless
it is sealed away during fabrication as its high pressure
vapour will ruin vacuum at the elevated temperatures
required for baking and bonding. Commercial alkali dis-
pensers, such as SAES Getters Alkali Metal Dispensers
(AMDs) and Alvatec Alvasources are alkali compounds
which are stable up to temperatures of 300-600◦C. AMDs
are chromates combined with a Zr-Al getter material held
in a nichrome dispenser [95]. Heating of the AMDs re-
sults in a reduction reaction releasing pure rubidium and
some additional gases which are gettered away. Alva-
sources are alkalis alloyed with ‘poor’ metals, such as
bismuth, which form stable compounds with higher sub-
limation temperatures than their constituent elements.
They also result in far less residual gas than AMDs [96],
albeit at a higher cost. Both of these sources can be con-
trolled with Joule heating, but they can also be activated
with a focused laser [97, 98], removing the need for elec-
trical feedthroughs and reducing the heat transfer to the
chip [99].
Rubidium vapour will reach saturation very quickly
within micro-litre volumes, especially as the previously
mentioned sources may be difficult to control accurately,
so a system to pump away the vapour must be incor-
porated. Glass and metals are effective pumps for al-
kali atoms: surface studies have found binding energies
around 3 eV and extremely high pumping rates [87] of
6103 l s−1cm−2. Studies looking at vapour cell coatings
[100] have highlighted a significant ‘curing time’ after fill-
ing, during which the vapour pressure stabilizes due to
strong chemisorption [101]. After the surface is saturated
the adsorption energy drops to ∼ 0.5 eV and is thus only
weakly physisorbed. If we assume the MicroMOT pro-
duces a 10 second pulse of rubidium every minute, with
a peak pressure of 10−8mbar, which is pumped away at
1 l s−1, one would require a total of 1019 atoms (about
1mg) to last for our 1000 day target. A typical monolayer
is around 5 × 1014 cm−2, so one cannot rely on surface
pumping alone if it cannot be degassed regularly [102].
We note that the limited surface area can be increased
with materials such as aerogel, porous silicon, zeolites,
and anodic alumina.
An obvious and effective method to control the vapour
is by simply reducing the temperature of the MicroMOT.
To get to 10−10mbar one must cool rubidium to −30◦C.
This can be accomplished by cooling the entire chip or
with an integrated ‘cold finger’, such as a micro-peltier
device [103]. This latter method will avoid rubidium con-
densation on critical features such as the windows or re-
flectors, and also avoid water accumulating on external
surfaces. The pumping of alkali metals by getter films has
been reported to be negligible [104, 105], but little data
is available [106], so may not be useful in its regulation.
Many atom chips require gold films for reflective surfaces
and conductors and it is known in the field that these
may degrade over time when exposed to a hot rubidium
source. The phase diagram [107] between gold and ru-
bidium shows a stable alloy forms around 500◦C. There-
fore one can use a heated gold surface to pump away
excess rubidium [108]. Another method could utilize the
rubidium/bismuth alloying effect mentioned earlier as a
thermally controlled pump, but one must be wary of the
low melting point of this metal (271◦C) during fabrica-
tion. Both alloying methods work for all alkali metals
but, as shown in Table II, these occur at different tem-
peratures. A common getter for caesium in frequency
standards is polycrystalline graphite [109]. There exists
extensive theoretical work due to the recent interest in
graphene electronics [110], but limited data on the ad-
sorption and intercalation of alkalis with graphite (with
the exception of potassium [111]), however the heavier al-
kalis display similar charateristics and therefore this type
of getter could be applicable.
A common method to quickly control the vapour pres-
sure whilst remaining at room temperature is Light In-
duced Atomic Desorption (LIAD) [112]. This technique
involves the illumination of metal or glass surfaces with
non-resonant ultraviolet light (UV) in order to increase
the desorption rate of physisorbed alkali atoms. The ex-
act mechanism by which this occurs is still under debate
[113–115]. Once the UV light is extinguished the desorp-
tion rate reduces so that atoms can return to the surfaces.
This reloading of the atom sources means that the total
number of atoms in the device can be reduced through
recycling. Studies have shown an order of magnitude
TABLE II. Gold and bismuth alkali alloys with 1:1 compo-
sitions for use as alkali pumping mechanisms. Many of the
phase diagrams exhibit several phases with additional alloys
forming above and below these temperatures and the reader
should refer to the original sources. The approximate values
are due to indistinct alloying temperatures.
Alkali Au-M alloy Bi-M alloy
metal (M) ◦C ◦C
Li[122, 123] ∼660 ∼400
Na [124, 125] 372 444
K [126, 127] 532 355
Rb[107, 128] 498 376
Cs [129, 130] 585 390
improvement of MOT loading rates with this technique
[116, 117], and it has been used to make BECs, which
are very sensitive to background gas collisions, in a sin-
gle chamber [118]. In chip-scale systems the surface area
is far too small for effective use of LIAD [119] but, as
mentioned earlier, one can introduce high surface area
materials [120, 121] providing they can be degassed suf-
ficiently prior to encapsulation.
For any pumping mechanism the production of rubid-
ium from the source should be well controlled to ensure
consistent loading of the MOT and to prevent permanent
vapour saturation. If the source reactively produces hot
vapour at unpredictable rates, due to material or heating
inhomogeneities, then additional mechanisms are needed
to control the flow. Separating two chambers of differ-
ent pressures is a common challenge in UHV systems,
as discussed earlier in 2D/3D MOT loading, and can be
achieved by carefully limiting the gas conductance be-
tween them with a narrow channel. A channel 1mm
long with a cross-section of 100 × 100µm, can maintain
UHV in the MicroMOT chamber at room temperature
[131] whilst the source chamber is at saturation pressure,
as long as there is a pumping rate greater than 0.1 l s−1
in the laser cooling chamber. Locally heating the source
chamber by 100◦C will sufficiently increase the vapour
pressure for loading the MOT. The narrow aperture also
leads to a ‘beaming effect’ which may aid the loading of
the trap.
V. UHV IN A CHIP
Table III highlights the various challenges in terms of
leak, permeation, and outgassing rates that must be tack-
led to realize sealed passive UHV chips, and compares
them to those required by typical UHV systems. Reach-
ing many of these values, especially those for noble gases,
may seem unachievable, however we have identified meth-
ods to do so by careful choice of materials, fabrication
processes and also structural features.
Vacuum encapsulation of microfabricated devices is a
large and mature industry and nearly all MEMS devices
require some level of hermetic sealing. The range of
7TABLE III. General characteristics of standard UHV MOT
systems, and those for the MicroMOT
Standard MicroMOT
Internal volume (l) >1 <10−3
Lifetime (days) indefinite 1000 (target)
Pump rate (l s−1) >20 <1
Leak rate (mbar l s−1) <10−11 <10−19(Ar)
<10−14(N2)
Outgassing rate
(mbar l s−1cm−2)
<10−11 <10−21(He)
<10−16(H2)
Permeation ratea (cm2s−1) <10−7 <10−17
a For helium using Equations 2 and 5.
vacuum levels required ranges from 102mbar in MEMS
accelerometers to 10−4mbar in microbolometers [132].
Very low vacua are also needed in field emission de-
vices and the lowest recorded encapsulated pressure the
authors have found in the literature, 10−8mbar [133],
was achieved using this technology. Maintaining UHV is
also important to photomultiplier tubes and we highlight
the work of Erjavec [134] who have performed a similar
study to this one. Lower pressures in encapsulated micro-
devices have probably been achieved, but the means to
measure them do not exist as most gauges with capability
down to UHV have far greater internal volumes than the
devices themselves. We are fortunate that the device we
are aiming to produce, by its very nature, is capable of
measuring such low pressures. It is commonly known in
the atom trapping field that the loading rate, γ (Hz), of
an atom cloud is linearly related to the background pres-
sure, with an approximate scaling of 2 × 10−8γmbar s,
and Arpornthip et al [87] performed a systematic study
of this gauging technique. It was found to vary little
with systematic variations, such as cooling beam power
and detuning, and had a sensitivity range from 10−7
to below 10−9mbar, limited by collisions between cold
atoms within the trapped cloud. This sensitivity range
is slightly above the range of our target pressure but will
provide an adequate indication of the internal environ-
ment. An improved sensitivity down to 10−12mbar may
be possible if the background rubidium vapour can be
quickly reduced after loading [135] using the techniques
discussed in the previous section.
Two methods are commonly used to encapsulate low
pressures inside chips [132]: wafer to wafer bonding under
vacuum, or sealing of an evacuation tube after bonding
(as shown in Figure 4). The latter is simpler to construct
as the various chip layers do not need to be manipulated
and bonded under UHV. This method has been used in
the NIST atom chip system in which the evacuation tube
is constantly pumped by a miniature ion pump. How-
ever, efficient evacuation to UHV through a small aper-
ture is difficult and the sealing process is non-trivial on a
wafer-level scale in terms of complexity, uniformity and
time. We shall see that wafer-to-wafer bonding under
vacuum, whilst complicated to implement, allows one to
FIG. 4. Techniques to encapsulate a vacuum by evacuation
before (a) and after (b) bonding.
thoroughly degas and evacuate chips and also allows the
introduction of a novel structural scheme to drastically
reduce leak rates discussed in Section VC.
The choice of materials from which the micro-MOT
can be constructed is dependent on the sealing method
and the typical process environments. Suitable materials
for UHV have negligible vapour pressures, low outgassing
and permeability rates, and are mechanically strong and
machinable. Therefore metals such as stainless steel,
aluminium, titanium and copper are predominant. The
MicroMOT would require optical access for the cooling
beams and fluorescence detection and so the chip must
include an optically transparent section using a glass or
glass-ceramic. Unfortunately there is a mismatch in the
coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) between glass
and metal components which limit their baking, bond-
ing, and operating temperatures. The exceptions are low
expansion alloys such as Kovar and Invar, the former be-
ing specifically developed for glass-metal seals. Any re-
maining CTE mismatch can typically be alleviated with
specially shaped sealing edges [136]. Nevertheless, we
find that the majority of metals [137] do not have the
extremely low outgassing rates [138, 139] highlighted in
Table III, and their glass-metal seals [136] may not be
adequately hermetic [140], or are impractical to imple-
ment into the microfabrication process (i.e. very high
temperatures for extended periods). Alternative bond-
ing methods are discussed in Section VC.
The MicroMOTs are likely to incorporate atom chips
which commonly use silicon as a substrate due to its high
thermal conductivity and the vast array of available semi-
conductor processing techniques [31]. Coincidentally sil-
icon, as we shall see in the following sections, is a very
suitable UHV material: it has extremely low permeation
and outgassing rates at room temperature, it has sev-
eral CTE-matched optical materials available, it is pro-
duced with a high purity (to the 9N level), and can with-
stand high temperatures necessary for baking and bond-
ing [141]. The disadvantage of this material is its brittle-
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ing specialized techniques which is acceptable in our ap-
plication, but not for large scale vacuum systems. Several
well studied processes exist to clean silicon wafers and the
lowest leak rates we have found for sealing technologies
have been found for silicon-glass bonding (Section VC).
It is also interesting to note that polysilicon coatings are
commercially available to reduce the outgassing rates of
stainless steel chambers [143]. Another advantage is that
silicon is completely non-magnetic, which is important
for manipulating atoms, and is a poor electrical conduc-
tor which reduces the deleterious effect of eddy currents
during fast magnetic field switching [144] - a common
issue with MOTs. Hence, in the following section we as-
sume the chips are predominantly constructed from sil-
icon and glass, with additional metal films for reflectors
and getters.
A. Pumping
One cannot maintain a high vacuum without any form
of pumping because no seal is perfect, all materials out-
gas to some extent, and no material is impermeable to all
gases. However, by reducing the above effects as much
as possible one can sustain vacuum with minimal pump-
ing, especially in small volumes. A series of pumps are
typically required to obtain UHV conditions, with rough-
ing pumps achieving millibar pressures, turbo-molecular
pumps down to to 10−8mbar, and ion and sublimation
pumps to finally reach 10−10mbar and below. Once this
is achieved the chamber is permanently sealed leaving
only the latter two pumps to remove outgassing and
permeated species. The roughing and turbo-molecular
pumps no longer have any role in maintaining the vac-
uum and are usually removed. Operating an unsealed
system is possible but should be avoided due to unneces-
sary power consumption and limitations on the ultimate
vacuum due to ‘backstreaming’ and compression ratios of
the pumps. If the commercial interest in cold atom tech-
nology required mass-production, the development and
integration of sub-UHV pumps would be uneconomical
due to their limited operating range. A more econom-
ical, and simpler, route would be to obtain UHV in a
larger encapsulation chamber where several devices can
be sealed leaving the need for only on-chip UHV main-
tenance pumps. In situations where the chip is regularly
opened to atmosphere there exist several technologies, in-
stigated in part by the DARPA ‘Chip-Scale Vacuum Mi-
cro Pumps’ program which aimed at obtaining 10−6mbar
with coin-sized pumps. This has resulted in impressively
miniature displacement [145, 146], Knudsen [147], turbo-
molecular [148] and ion pumps [149–151]. Laser and San-
tiago [152] and Górecka-Drzazga [153] presented reviews
of micropump developments previous to the DARPA pro-
gramme. We shall see in Section VD that it is possible to
construct chambers with extremely low outgassing mate-
rials such that minimal pumping is required. Ion pumps
and getter pumps are good candidates for this role with
the latter being more attractive due to their passive na-
ture. Ion pumps are necessary in situations where un-
gettered species such as noble gases exist in the system.
We aim to circumvent this issue by using impermeable
windows and throughly degassed components.
Passive pumping elements take the form of getters
which are metals, or alloys, that chemisorb typical gases
found in high vacuum, namely O2, CO, N2, and H2. Get-
ters generally come in two varieties [154]: Evaporable
getters are metals which are heated until their increased
vapour pressure causes them to deposit on surrounding
surfaces. This traps residual gases under the deposited
layers, but the new surface also acts as a pump to im-
pinging gases through chemisorption. Non-Evaporable
Getters (NEGs) also chemisorb gases onto their surface,
but in addition they absorb the reacted surface mate-
rial into the getter bulk during heating (known as acti-
vation). Both types keep pumping gases at room tem-
perature, albeit at a reduced rate, providing their sur-
faces are not saturated. NEGs activate at temperatures
ranging around 200-800◦C, depending on their compo-
sition, whereas evaporable getters need to be heated to
well above 700◦C. Therefore the choice of NEGs for our
MicroMOT is obvious, and is further validated by its
adoption in the MEMs vacuum encapsulation industry,
however we shall also discuss recent advances in Group
I/II evaporable (or reactive) getters.
Non-evaporable getters are made of Group IV/V met-
als and alloys, such as Ti, Zr, V, Hf etc, and may also in-
clude metals such as Al and Fe. These are elements with
high oxygen solubility, high diffusivity, and high enthalpy
of adsorption for many gases found in vacuum [155].
When exposed to air, the surface of the NEG quickly pas-
sivates forming oxides, nitrides and carbides in an 2-3 nm
layer [156]. Heating the NEG in vacuum, known as acti-
vation, causes these compounds to diffuse into the bulk
leaving a fresh metallic surface pump. Typical oxygen
solubilities for NEG compounds are on the order of 10%,
so a 1µm thin film can undergo ∼100 reactivation cycles
after air exposure, however the pumping efficiency begins
to reduce after a few cycles [157]. This corresponds to
an approximate total capacity of 1012 molecules per cu-
bic centimetre. Recent in-situ studies of NEG activation
with individual gases at temperatures above activation
indicate far higher capacities of the order of 105 mono-
layers of carbon monoxide [158] due to the increasingly
uniform oxygen concentration in the film with tempera-
ture. Hydrogen diffuses readily in the bulk, and so the
capacity is approximately two orders of magnitude higher
than surface pumped species at room temperature. Em-
brittlement of the film at very high hydrogen concen-
trations (above 1%) can result in delamination and so
should be avoided [159]. When NEGs are deposited as
thin films they also act as outgassing barriers [160], thus
turning gas sources into pumps and greatly reducing the
ultimate pressure. Noble gases and some hydrocarbons,
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perature. Therefore the MicroMOT will need to be sealed
at UHV to ensure the majority of gases, especially the
nobles, are evacuated prior to encapsulation.
The bonding techniques discussed in Section VC re-
quire temperatures up to 400◦C, which will lead to in-
creased outgassing (see Section VD) and a reduction of
the NEG lifetime due to saturation. Moreover, reactiva-
tion of the getter to rejuvenate its pumping rate during
the sealed devices’ lifetime will lead to increased out-
gassing, permeation and possibly leakage. Therefore it
is prudent to use an NEG alloy with a very low activa-
tion temperature, and high pumping rate and capacity.
The beam lines of particle accelerators require XHV envi-
ronments, and their very large volume presents an issue
for efficient and uniform pumping. Several decades of
research at CERN have been devoted to finding NEGs
both which activate during the chamber baking proce-
dure (∼ 250◦C) and can also coat all internal surfaces
[161]. Their findings have shown that sputtered Ti-Zr-V
alloys of nearly equal ratios can be activated at 180◦C,
and using these coatings, together with ion pumps, they
have demonstrated the lowest room temperature vacuum
of 10−14mbar [162]. The pumping rate of NEG films
depends on their surface area and so the CERN team
have also looked into the effects of substrate and deposi-
tion parameters to increase pumping rates and capacities
[163]. Additional attractive properties of Ti-Zr-V NEG
films are their high adhesion, thermal and vibration sta-
bility, resilience to standard wafer cleaning processes, and
commercial availability [164]. Table IV shows the typi-
cal pumping rates and capacities of Ti-Zr-V NEG thin
films whose values will be used in the following sections.
Not all gases are pumped equally and some lead to re-
duced pumping speed of the NEG at high surface cov-
erage (for example, CO reduces the pumping rate and
capacity of H2 and N2) which are shown in Table IV.
This effect must be accounted for when calculating the
lifetime of getter pumped devices. The unintentional in-
corporation of noble gases in sputtered films can result
in outgassing which may endanger the vacuum [165, 166]
and this will be discussed in Section VD. As a result,
alternative methods, such as vacuum arc deposition [156]
or e-beam evaporation [167], should be considered.
Most gases only chemisorb on the NEG surface and
show negligible pumping after a monolayer is formed.
Hydrogen is the exception as it diffuses throughout the
entire bulk of the getter and so only the thickness of the
film defines the capacity. There exists a thermal equi-
librium between the absorption and desorption of hydro-
gen from the NEG. This is dependent on the hydrogen
concentration [168] and thus can be used to predict the
residual pressure in our devices. This value, known as
the disassociation pressure, follows Sieverts’ law and has
been measured for Ti-Zr-V films [157]. It was found to
be given by:
log10(PH2) = 2 log10(xH) + 14.324−
8468
T
(1)
Where PH2 is in millibar, xH is the fraction of hydrogen
in the film and T is the temperature in kelvin. We can see
that for a very saturated film (xH = 0.01) the pressure
is negligible at room temperature (10−19mbar) and only
endangers the vacuum at temperatures above 150◦C, at
which point helium permeation through the glass wafer
becomes equally problematic, as we shall see in Section
VB.
Earlier we dismissed evaporable getters on the basis
of high operating temperatures and vapour phase gases.
There is a new type of evaporable, or more specifically re-
active, getter [169] being investigated which uses Group
I/II atoms, specifically lithium, as the pumping medium
[170–173]. Early studies of alkali metal dispensers showed
that they improve the pumping rate of the system [105],
and barium is the original and highly effective getter ma-
terial widely used in cathode ray tubes. Reactive getters
will react and bind strongly to the common residual gases
found at UHV and therefore our devices may experience
an improvement of the vacuum during operation. Ex-
periments have shown that the pumping rate for carbon
monoxide by lithium getter films is similar to Ti-Zr-V
NEGs but with a capacity over 104 times greater. This
would be very advantageous to remove outgassed species
during bonding which could otherwise saturate Ti-Zr-V
films. Most of the work on these reactive getters has
focused on lithium due to its low vapour pressure and
ability to form stable compounds with a number of gases.
We suspect rubidium will provide some gettering, but not
to the extent of lithium due to the former’s high vapour
pressure. For example, the disassociation pressure [170]
of LiH at 300K is 10−21mbar whereas that of RbH is
10−7mbar, only marginally less than rubidium vapour
pressure [89, 174]. It is expected, however, that pumping
of oxygen and carbon monoxide will be more effective.
With its greater capacity and ability to pump additional
gases such as methane, which NEGs cannot, a lithium
getter could replace, or complement, the NEG in the Mi-
croMOT if the necessary vacuum cannot be pumped by
NEGs alone [175].
TABLE IV. Typical pumping rates, sticking factors and ca-
pacities of Ti-Zr-V NEGs at room temperature for a 1µm
film. The values in parentheses indicate the pumping rate
after carbon monoxide saturation [157]. The capacities can
be increased by nearly an order of magnitude by heating the
substrate during deposition to increase surface area.
Gas Sticking Pumping Capacity
factor rate (l s−1cm−2) (cm−2)
H2 8× 10−3 0.35 (0.1) > 1016
N2 1.5× 10−2 0.17 (0.1) 1.5× 1014
CO 0.7 8 1015
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In the following sections we assume:
• An internal volume of 0.5 cm3.
• A surface area of 5 cm2.
• An NEG area of 1 cm2 with a thickness of 1µm.
B. Permeation
No material is absolutely impermeable to all gases, and
so it is inevitable that they will diffuse through the walls
of any chamber and finally desorb into the vacuum. We
shall address the issue of permeation before that of out-
gassing and leaks as this is seen by many as the limiting
factor in achieving UHV in small, sealed, well-degassed
volumes. Permeation is complex and requires several pro-
cesses to become a vacuum risk: 1) The gas molecules in
the external environment impinge on the outer surface
of the chamber wall and physisorbed, 2) they disassoci-
ate if the surface enthalpy is greater than their bonds,
3) they are absorbed under the surface layer and diffuse
through the bulk along the concentration gradient (Fick’s
law), 4) the gas atoms must then overcome any surface
energy barriers, and 5) desorb from the surface directly
or recombine with other ions to desorb as a molecule.
These processes strongly depend on the type of perme-
ating gas and the chamber wall material. For example,
noble gases will permeate glasses, but not most metals
due to the latter’s more crystalline structure and weak
surface interaction. As noble gases are not pumped by
NEGs their permeation is of greatest importance and we
shall devote the majority of this section to them, however
we will also discuss the effect of hydrogen as this is the
second fastest permeating gas (see Table VI).
Surface effects, which will be discussed in Section VD,
tend to reduce the permeation rate so the simple process
of bulk diffusion can be considered the limiting factor
of permeation. The amount of gas flowing diffusively
across a membrane of area A and thickness d between
two regions of pressure Pext and Pint is
dQ
dt
=
KA(Pext − Pint)
d
(2)
where K = DS is the permeation rate (cm2 s−1), D is
the diffusion constant (cm2 s−1) and S is the solubility
(cm3 (STP)/cm3). Both D and S typically follow an
Arrhenius-type temperature dependence and the former
is quoted in the literature as
D(T ) = D0 exp
(−ED
kBT
)
(3)
where ED is the diffusion energy, kB is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the temperature. The variation of
S can be much more complicated [176], however over
a limited range of temperatures the Arrhenius form is
adequate, and for most materials S does not change
appreciably compared to D with temperature. Values
of diffusion, solubility and permeability of the materials
highlighted in this study can be found compared to the
common vacuum materials, stainless steel and Pyrex, in
Table V. Equation 2 assumes the gas is already fully
dissolved in the membrane, which is not the case in thor-
oughly degassed materials. Therefore there is a period
of time before the gas will ‘break through’ to the evac-
uated volume, and in materials with very low diffusion
rates this can be extremely long [177]. The pressure in-
crease of a cavity of volume V at a time t due to a gas
permeating through a degassed membrane is [178]:
Pc =
ADSPext
V d
t− d2
6D
− 2d
2
pi2D
∞∑
m=1
(−1)me−m
2pi2Dt
d2
m2

(4)
Since the micro-MOT chambers will require at least
one optically transparent viewport the permeation of he-
lium through glass will be a significant issue. The amor-
phous network structure of glass forming oxides provide
channels for helium to diffuse. Not all glasses are alike
however, and the addition of ‘modifier’ molecules can act
to plug the holes in the network, resulting in very low
permeation rates [179]. We aim to seal glass to silicon
and therefore must match CTEs to reduce stresses and
therefore increase yield. Pyrex is the most common glass
bonded to silicon due to their comparable CTEs and its
sodium content required for anodic bonding [181] (see
Section VC). This borosilicate glass is so highly perme-
able to helium that we should expect to lose UHV sev-
eral days after bonding (see Figure 5). Much work was
carried out in the 1960s and 1970s on the permeation
FIG. 5. The permeation rate of various 1mm optical wafers
exposed to atmospheric helium after initial evacuation to
10−10mbar after complete degassing. We have calculated the
values using Equation 4 and used the data for Corning 1720
to define the properties of AS glass [179, 180].
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rates of gases through glass, and the results showed that
Alumino-Silicate (AS) glass, those with approximately
20% Al2O3 or more composition, had permeation rates
five orders of magnitude lower than Pyrex [179, 182]. Fig-
ure 5 shows a comparison of the permeation rates of he-
lium through AS glass, Pyrex, fused silica, and Schott
Zerodur glass-ceramic, calculated using Equation 4. This
latter material is commonly used in UHV systems requir-
ing low permeation and its very low CTE makes it well
suited for bonding. We can also see that Corning 1720
series AS glass is more than capable of maintaining vac-
uum for our target time. Its CTE is well matched with
silicon to which is can be anodically bonded, albeit at
much higher temperatures than Pyrex due to the low al-
kali content [183–185].
Other AS glasses are commercially available, but too
numerous to list here, and we mention that load-borate
and soda-lime glasses also have low permeability. Sil-
icon carbide [186] has a very low permeability [187],
can be bonded to silicon [188], and has been used for
atom chips due to its transparency and high thermal
conductivity [189]. Sapphire and glass-ceramics such as
Spinel [190] are likely to have extremely low permeation
rates, but yet again are not well CTE matched. Hard
crystalline optical coatings may also reduce permeation.
Graphene, amongst its many other attractive properties,
has shown a permeability rate equal to bulk Pyrex, yet
requiring only a single monolayer [191]. Unfortunately
uniform coatings over large areas are as yet unavailable,
but graphene-oxide may be a suitable alternative [192].
Norton [199] measured the permeation of other gases
through fused silica, as shown in Table VI, and we can see
that, in general, larger molecules have lower permeation
rates but can depend on surface interactions and solubil-
ities (compare H2 and Ne). Hydrogen diffuses through
glass as a molecule [176, 197] and so, as shown in Table
V, it will have a far lower permeation rate than helium.
Coupled with an order of magnitude lower atmospheric
partial pressure compared to helium, and the ability to
pump the gas with NEGs, hydrogen permeation can be
neglected. Very little data is available on the hydrogen
permeability through AS glass and so we have used a
scaling law by Souers et al [195], the glass composition
from Altemose [179], and the Pyrex solubility to calculate
the diffusivity constants in Table V.
TABLE VI. Permeation of different gases [204, 205] through
fused silica [199].
Gas Relative permeation Van der Waals
rate at 700◦C radius, nm
He 1 0.133
H2 0.1 0.15
Ne 0.02 0.141
Ar <10−7 0.176
We now address the second material in our system:
silicon. Measurements of helium permeation through sil-
icon extrapolated from high temperatures show that, like
metals, silicon is practically impermeable to all noble
gases. Using measured values for solubility [193, 206]
and typical atmospheric helium content, we should not
expect to find a single atom within a cubic centimetre
of silicon. We note that recent studies [207, 208] looking
at the hermeticity of glass frit encapsulation and other
bonding methods have indicated that helium permeation
through silicon at room temperature may be more signif-
icant than expected. However, more work is required to
confirm this against the large bulk of research into helium
bubble formation in silicon which agrees with the origi-
nal low permeation result [209]. Hydrogen, on the other
hand, is known to permeate silicon albeit predominantly
in atomic form at room temperature. This matter will
be discussed in great detail in Section VD as the perme-
ation rate is related to outgassing. The results in Table
V show that the permeation rate of hydrogen through
silicon at room temperature is negligible.
C. Leaking
No seal is perfect as the bonding of materials will in-
evitably lead to a route for gases to travel, via micro-
channels and defects, or merely a local variation in the
permeation rate. Standard UHV systems predominantly
use Conflat type seals which employ knife-edges to bite
into OHFC copper gaskets and join metal components
together, and ‘housekeeper’ type seals for glass-to-metal
interfaces. Commercial vacuum products quote leak rates
less than 10−11mbar l s−1 (STP), usually limited by the
resolution of the leak detector [210]. These types of
seals are not suitable for wafer-level fabrication of vac-
uum encapsulated micro-electronics and so several new
methods have been developed using chemically formed
seals, or simply relying on the attraction between per-
fectly flat surfaces [211]. The small volume and long life-
time of many microelectronic chips may preclude the use
of internal pumping mechanisms, meaning that the seals
must have extremely low leakage, more so than those de-
manded by standard vacuum systems.
QL =
V∆P
∆t
(5)
Using Equation 5 we can calculate the highest permis-
sible leak rate for a gas at atmospheric pressure leaking
into our specified volume of V = 0.5 cm3, such that the
pressure does not rise by 50% (∆P = 0.5× 10−10mbar)
over ∆t = 1000days, to be 3 × 10−22mbar l s−1. This
rate seems unachievable, but we must consider that some
gases are pumped away by the NEGs and so may permit
a higher leak rate, and many gases have low atmospheric
partial pressures. For example the partial pressure of he-
lium in the atmosphere is 5× 10−3mbar and so one can
permit a leak rate [212] of 1.5× 10−17mbar l s−1.
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TABLE V. Bulk diffusivities and solubilities (at STP) of helium and hydrogen in silicon, Pyrex (Corning 7740), aluminosilicate
(Corning 1720), and stainless steel. We have also tabulated the permeation rates at 20◦C and 500◦C to compare values more
easily.
Silicon [193, 194] Aluminosilicate [179, 195, 196] Pyrex [176, 179, 195–198] Stainless steel [199, 200]
Heliuma
D0 (cm2s−1) 5.2× 10−3 3.7× 10−4 4.6× 10−4 Impermeable [199, 203]
ED (eV) -0.82 -0.52 -0.28 -
S0 (cm3 (STP) cm−3) 2.8× 10−4 0.0016 0.005 -
ES (eV) -0.77 - - -
K (cm2s−1) @ 20◦C 3.2× 10−34 6.8× 10−16 3.5× 10−11 -
@ 500◦C 4.8× 10−17 2.4× 10−10 3.4× 10−8 -
Hydrogenb c
D0 (cm2s−1) 9.7× 10−3 2.08× 10−7K−1 1.4× 10−5 1.2× 10−2
ED (eV) -0.48 -0.67 -0.24 -0.56
S0 (cm3 (STP) cm−3) 90.4 0.038 0.038 0.3
ES (eV) -1.86 -0.12 -0.12 -0.11
K (cm2s−1) @ 20◦C 5.7× 10−40 6.1× 10−23 3.4× 10−16 1.0× 10−14
@ 500◦C 1.2× 10−15 4.3× 10−14 2.4× 10−12 1.4× 10−7
a We are unable to find helium solubility in silicon data other than van Wieringen et al [193] which is somewhat unreliable due to the
limited measurement range. In the tabulated values we have used that data with the theoretical energy of solution [194] to calculate
the prefactor. The diffusivity values are also theoretical but agree with experimental results [193, 201, 202].
b We have assumed the same solubility for AS glass as for Pyrex due to the small variation found between glasses and the minimal
temperature variation[197, 198].
c Like helium, the commonly quoted values measured by van Wieringen et al [193] are extrapolated from a narrow high temperature
range and can be assumed to indicate the highest diffusion rate (see Section VD).
Reactive gas leakage is limited by the pump rate and ca-
pacity of the NEG films. In light of this we may model
the lifetime of the device due to NEG saturation using
the following formula:
dPc
dt
=
1
V
(
QL − LPPc(1− θ)k
)
(6)
Where Pc is the internal pressure (mbar), QL is the
leak rate (mbar l s−1), LP is the pumping rate of the get-
ter (l s−1), θ is the fractional surface coverage, and k is
the order of desorption. The effect of surface coverage on
pumping depends on the gas/surface chemistry, temper-
ature, and surface geometry (flat, granular, etc.). This
topic is too extensive to detail here but can be found in
most surface science graduate texts [213]. We find that
the Langmuir adsorption isotherm, (1 − θ)k, models the
majority of data on NEG pumping rates [157] adequately
for our purposes due to the low surface coverage. The
pressure inside the cavity will drop to base value:
Pbase =
QL
Lp
(7)
As noted earlier, the effect of saturation by some gases
(for example carbon monoxide) reduces the pumping
speed of other gases [157] which we do not take into ac-
count dynamically in the model, but assume the lowest
pumping speed as the ‘worst case scenario’.
There is a sharp drop in pumping speed at saturation
allowing us to simplify the lifetime calculation. By as-
suming that the pumping rate is constant until the NEG
FIG. 6. The internal pressure (blue) and NEG cover-
age (red) with an atmospheric leak of nitrogen at a rate
6.5×10−15mbar l s−1 (air) calculated using Equation 6. The
horizontal dashed line indicates the target pressure and the
vertical line the result of Equation 8. The cavity is initially
at 10−10mbar.
has reached its capacity of CG (moles), at which point
it ubruptly drops to zero (θ = 1), and substituting the
ideal gas formula into Equation 6, we find an approxi-
mate value for the maximum permissible leak rate:
QL(max) =
CGRT
τL
(8)
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where R is the ideal gas constant, T (K) is the tem-
perature and τL (sec) is the lifetime. If we assume a
pumping speed for nitrogen, the most abundant atmo-
spheric gas, of 0.1 l s−1, a capacity of 1014 molecules, with
a lifetime of 1000 days: the maximum permissible leak
rate is 5×10−15mbar l s−1 with Pbase = 5×10−14mbar.
Note that Equation 8 is independent of both the pumping
rate and background pressure because it assumes them
to be at equilibrium, therefore one must use this equation
alongside Equation 7 to ensure the correct base pressure.
Figure 6 compares the numerical solution of Equation 6
with the approximate value from Equation 8 and we find
perfect agreement. We note that the capacity is that
for a single monolayer and so the lifetime can simply be
extended through reactivation cycles. Hydrogen diffuses
into the bulk and so reactivation does not increase the
getter lifetime, but the NEG capacity for hydrogen can
be two to three orders of magnitude greater (see Table
IV), so is not as much of a concern.
In Section V we discussed the methods to encapsulate
microfabricated vacuum devices and here we shall explore
the details of suitable bonding methods and their quality.
We foresee the need for at least two bonding processes:
one to bond the ‘atom chip’ to the structure wafer (sili-
con to silicon, or gold to silicon), and another to bond the
glass capping wafer to the structure layer (glass to sili-
con). As many bonding technologies exist we will only
consider those which are well established, have demon-
strated leak rates below 10−14mbar l s−1 (air), and do not
require temperatures above 400◦C so as to reduce out-
gassing, stress, and protect chip components. We have
not included indium bonding (or alloys thereof) as in-
dium melts below the activation temperature of NEGs
and therefore requires specialized surface geometries and
processes [134] to reduce outgassing and ensure good
seals. Also, indium bonding can require several addi-
tional films to improve surface wetting, and the leak rate
may not sufficiently low [214].
Glass Frit
Glass frit bonding is a well established technique which
involves the deposition of a low melting point glass com-
pound between two materials. The glass is heated first to
outgas the organic binder compounds, and is then raised
to the glass transition temperature which melts and seals
the two surfaces upon cooling. The vacuum hermetic-
ity of this technique has been explored extensively by
Sparks et al [215], but no absolute leaks rates have been
quoted. We believe glass frit bonding to have a leak rate
below 10−15mbar l s−1 by considering the lifetime, inter-
nal volume, and pressure inferred by the integrated res-
onator’s Q-factor [216]. However, the pressure measured
(∼ 10−3mbar) is at the limit of the gauging technique
and one does not know the residual pressure immediately
after bonding. Possible issues may include insufficient
degassing of the organic binder materials, limitations on
pre-baking temperatures, incompatible CTEs (although
they can be engineered to match the application) and
the need for additional materials. Of the four bonding
methods presented here, glass frit has the least sensitiv-
ity to surface quality and can be used to seal electrical
feedthroughs.
Eutectic Bonding
A eutectic alloy is one where the melting point of the
constituent materials is lowered on contact. For example
gold and silicon individually have melting points above
1000◦C, but when they are pressed together they will
melt at 363◦C at their interface [217, 218]. Subsequent
cooling will form an alloy with high hermeticity and a
strong bond. Other suitable eutectic alloys exist, such as
gold and tin [219], but we highlight the gold-silicon sys-
tem as many atoms chips employ gold as a reflector and
conductor. This bond has demonstrated the lowest leak
rate that we have found [132], below 10−15mbar l s−1.
Possible disadvantages include the need for multilayer
films to prevent interlayer diffusion [218], the require-
ment of inert gas storage before bonding to prevent the
native oxide growth on silicon, and the temperature re-
strictions post bonding, as further heating remelts the
alloy and degrades the bond [220].
Anodic Bonding
Anodic bonding occurs between an oxide forming
metal (or semiconductor) and an alkali containing glass,
by heating the two materials together (300-500◦C) with
the simultaneous application of a high voltage (100-
1000V) across the interface[181, 183]. The mobility of
the alakli ions (typically sodium or lithium) in the glass
is increased with temperature and they are pulled away
from the interface by the electric potential. The residual
non-bridging oxygen atoms at the interface then bond
with the silicon. The high electric potential gradient has
the additional effect of pulling the two surfaces into inti-
mate contact which overcomes surface inhomogeneities.
The two materials (usually silicon and borosilicate glass)
must have very flat surfaces, below 10 nm, and be CTE
matched to avoid stress fractures during cooling. Her-
meticity measurements show that the leak rate is be-
low 10−14mbar l s−1, with few residual gases other than
oxygen, which is produced during bonding at the inner
seam. This residual gas source can be significant, espe-
cially in small evacuated volumes, and so getter films are
mandatory (see Section VD). The leak rate measure-
ments [221, 222] included the effect of the bonding area
around the cavity and found no variation, from which
we infer that the seal is absolutely hermetic and possibly
limited only by permeation.
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Direct Bonding
Direct bonding is the result of the attractive Van der
Walls forces between atomically flat surfaces. Semicon-
ductor and glass wafers are routinely produced with the
required flatness and this technique requires no addi-
tional materials, does not release gases (unlike anodic
and frit bonding), and is hermetic [222] (Leak rates below
10−14mbar l s−1). Unfortunately, for the silicon-silicon
direct bond, very high post-annealing temperatures (up
to 1000◦C) are required to ensure a high bonding yield
and to reduce voids. This latter effect is due to gases
desorbing between the surfaces which becomes trapped.
Bonding in vacuum produces fewer voids, due to a thor-
ough degassing before sealing, to the point that strong
bonds form at room temperature without the need for
post annealing [223]. The extremely flat surfaces are dif-
ficult to retain during processing and even sub-micron
particles will result in debonding. CTE-matched glass-
silicon direct bonding occurs with lower annealing tem-
peratures [224], and the glass can absorb gases released
between the interface.
To summarize the bonding techniques, there are sev-
eral methods to obtain reliable leak rates lower than
10−14mbar l s−1 and even below 10−15mbar l s−1 which
are required to maintain UHV. Anodic and direct bonds
may even be absolutely hermetic, limited by permeation,
but their absolute leak rates were beyond the sensitiv-
ity of their measurements. Eutectic bonding has shown
the lowest measured leak rates and is a reliable and low
outgassing method. Glass frit may also have equally low
leak rates, but the residual gas pressure released during
bonding is unknown.
The atmosphere contains several noble gases [132] in-
cluding argon (9.3mbar), neon (1.8×10−2mbar), and he-
lium (5×10−3mbar), where the values in parentheses are
the atmospheric partial pressures. Their leak rates are
proportional to (T/M)0.5, where T is the temperature
in kelvin and M is their mass, hence helium leaks at
the fastest rate and is often used in hermeticity tests
[225] known as ‘Helium Bombing’. If we assume a leak
rate which is proportional to the pressure differential
across the bond, the effect of argon, due to its relatively
high atmospheric partial pressure will be most signifi-
cant. The maximum permissible leak rate for argon is
1×10−19mbar l s−1. The significance of this gas has been
mentioned in the literature [226], but is generally ignored
as helium permeation through glass is considered to be a
more pressing issue. If we compare the lowest measured
leak rate for the bonding methods of 10−15mbar l s−1
(air) we find all the noble gases endanger UHV, how-
ever helium and neon leakage need only be reduced by
factor of 15 and 25, respectively, which may be possible
with thicker bonding seams or external barrier coatings,
whereas argon must be reduced by nearly 104.
There is, however, a very simple scheme to reduce the
leak rate by several orders of magnitude: Simply by plac-
ing the vacuum chamber inside another. This can be
achieved practically by introducing a buffer cavity, or
moat, within the seam such that the slow leakage into
the moat results in an even slower leakage into the main
vacuum cavity [227]. This can be modeled by the follow-
ing formulae and solved numerically:
dPb
dt
=
1
Vb
(Cab(Pa − Pb)− Cbc(Pb − Pc)) (9)
dPc
dt
=
Cbc(Pb − Pc)
Vc
(10)
where Pi is the pressure, Vi is the volume, and Cij is
the conductance between i, and j, in which the subscripts
i, j = a, b, c refer to the air, buffer, and cavity, respec-
tively. We have independently modelled this effect and
found stark, but advantageous, differences from the orig-
inal study by Gan et al [227]. We suspect that an error
was made in tabulating their results, which also clarifies
their unexplained lifetime increase for 100mbar cavities.
If we assume a main cavity volume of 0.5 cm3 and a moat
volume of 0.05 cm3 we can reduce the leakage rate by fac-
tor of 2×105 as shown in Figure 7. This allows us to use
bonds with leak rates in the range of 10−14mbar l s−1
(air) which is technically feasible with all the bonding
techniques considered earlier, and also reduces the NEG
limitations on reactive gases. The moat does not have to
be bonded at UHV as the model shows very little varia-
tion below an initial moat pressure of 10−6mbar.
D. Outgassing
Outgassing is the release of gas from a material’s sur-
face and bulk. We distinguish this from permeation in
that the latter assumes a completely degassed material,
whereas outgassing is the result of gases that are difficult
to remove from the bulk. These have entered either from
diffusion during storage, processing, or from the produc-
tion of the material itself. Cleanliness is of utmost impor-
tance in achieving UHV and we assume all components
have been through standard wafer cleaning processes,
such as an RCA and ozone plasma. This latter technique
has also been shown to improve bond strengths and re-
duce temperatures direct and anodic bonding [228, 229].
We shall not go into further detail regarding cleaning
here and direct the interested reader to the references
[230–233]. We do highlight that detergents were found
to remove vanadium from the NEG films and so should
be avoided [234].
Outgassing is the largest source of gas in well-sealed
UHV systems and so usually defines the lowest base pres-
sure for a specific pumping rate Lp according to Equa-
tion 7. Hydrogen is the dominant gas at UHV, for
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FIG. 7. Numerical solution of Equations 9 for various ratios of
moat/cavity volume. We assume argon is leaking from the at-
mosphere, and the quoted leak rate is for each bond seam (air-
to-moat and moat-to-cavity) adjusted to atmospheric pres-
sure to compare with literature values. The horizontal dotted
line represents a 50% rise in pressure from an initial value of
10−10 Pa, and the vertical line indicates 1000 days. In this
simulation Vm = 0.25Vc would meet the target property with
an overall leak rate of 6×10−21mbarm3s−1 (air).
which the NEGs have a pumping rate on the order of
0.1 l s−1cm−2, and so to achieve 10−10 mbar one must en-
sure the outgassing rate is below 10−11mbar l s−1cm−2.
This is greater than NEG capacity-limited outgassing
rate calculated using Equation 8 and so the base pres-
sure will not be limited by the pumping rate [235].
There is no standard model for predicting the out-
gassing properties of all materials as many different
mechanisms are involved [236, 237] but can be essentially
split into two sources: surface and bulk. We assume that
the surfaces are clean in that common contaminates such
as organics have been thoroughly removed leaving only
atmospheric and some processing species, namely water,
hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and noble gases. We can
calculate the surface desorption rate using:
dN
dt
=
Nθk
τs
exp
(−ES
kBT
)
(11)
where N is the surface density (molecules cm−2), θ is
the fractional surface coverage, k is the desorption or-
der, τs is the sojourn time (typically 10−13 s), and ES
is the desorption energy [238]. Outgassing from the sur-
face usually occurs at the fastest rate as physisorbed, or
weakly chemisorbed gases, have low desorption energies.
Strongly bound molecules (ES> 1.1 eV) can in general be
ignored as they do not appreciably desorb from surfaces
at room temperature, whereas weakly bound species
(ES< 0.7 eV) can be pumped away quickly. Molecules
in the middle of this range are difficult to pump out in a
practical time and so high temperature baking is required
[239]. We shall refer to this as the ‘Outgassing Energy
Range (OER)’.
Outgassing of reactive species from the bulk is more
complex than simple diffusion. Gases, such as hydrogen,
diffuse ionically and can form bonds with the bulk ma-
terial or impurities in a process known as trapping. Ions
may also recombine within the solid and become trapped
in lattice defects, and any ion reaching the surface needs
to recombine in order to desorb. At low surface cover-
age this latter, second order, step can be the limiting
rate. Many of the transport processes are activated and
so only occur at elevated temperatures. This can result in
unreliable predictions when extrapolating high tempera-
ture data down to room temperature. The effects are
further complicated by surface oxides or nitrides which,
in general, act to reduce outgassing rates by providing a
barrier layer [240–242]. Noble gases, on the other hand,
only travel diffusively through the bulk and easily desorb
from surfaces at all temperatures due to their weak in-
teraction. All of the effects outlined above act to reduce
the outgassing rate compared to a simple diffusion model
and therefore one can assume bulk diffusion as the most
significant factor and use the rate calculated by Lewin
[239] for a ‘slab’ geometry:
QOG
A
=
8x0D
d
∞∑
m=0
exp
[
−Dt
(
pi(2m+ 1)
d
)2]
(12)
Where D is diffusion rate, A is the surface area, d is
the thickness and x0 is the initial concentration of the
gas in the bulk. For a non-disassociative gas x0 = SP ,
where S is the solubility and P is the partial pressure
of the gas. For a disassociative gas the concentration is
proportional to P 0.5 instead, and the solubility units are
adjusted accordingly. By using values for diffusion found
experimentally, effects such as trapping are automatically
included into the model. As highlighted by Chuntonov et
al [169] the increase of outgassing during the high tem-
perature bonding process can cause the NEG film to be-
come saturated and limit the lowest obtainable vacuum
and lifetime of the device. To calculate actual lifetime
including the effect of bonding we can consider the re-
duction of getter capacity by the number of molecules
released during bonding, and using Equation 8 to find:
τL =
T
Q
(
CGR− τB
TB
∑
gases
QB
)
(13)
where T is room (or operating) temperature, TB is
the bonding temperature, τB is the bonding time (sec-
onds), Q is the outgassing rate at T , and QB is the out-
gassing rate at TB . We have assumed the temperatures
are changed instantaneously and the bonding period is
short enough not to affect the operating outgassing rate.
The same formula can be used to predict the increased
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outgassing due to reactivation of the NEG during the
MicroMOT lifetime. The effect of the bonding can be
neglected if:
η =
τBQB
RCGTB
<< 1 (14)
Assuming an NEG with a hydrogen capacity of 10−7
moles (xH = 0.01), a bonding time of τB = 3600s at
a temperature of TB = 400◦C, and we wish to keep
η = 0.1, the bonding outgassing rate must be QB <
10−7mbar l s−1cm−2. If this is the result of bulk diffu-
sion which scales as
Q =
D(T )
D(TB)
QB = QB exp
(−ED(T − TB)
kBTBT
)
(15)
and we use a diffusion energy in the middle of the OER
of ED = 0.9 eV, then one must reduce room temperature
hydrogen outgassing rate to QB < 10−16mbar l s−1cm−2.
Equation 15 also applies for surface desorption (for which
ED = ES). Gases such as carbon monoxide, for which
the NEG has only a single monolayer capacity, require
outgassing rates over a hundred times lower compared
to hydrogen without continuous reactivation. These are
extremely low outgassing rates and are the main hurdle
in obtaining very low vacua in microelectronic devices. In
the following subsection we explore the outgassing rates
of the main gases found at UHV - H2, CO, as well as noble
gases - from the materials considered for the MicroMOT
and we have tabulated measured and theoretical values
for outgassing rates in Table VII.
Hydrogen
Hydrogen can be a major issue in semiconductor de-
vices and so extensive work has been carried out to un-
derstand its interaction with silicon [262–266]. The most
common and earliest citation in the literature is to the
work done by van Wieringen and Warmoltz [193] (which
we shall refer to vWW). Their diffusivity and solubility
data was taken at very high temperatures (967-1207◦C)
and these values are shown in Table V. Extrapolation
down to room temperature is fraught with possible er-
rors as hydrogen readily dissociates upon diffusing into
the bulk, interacting with the silicon lattice and impuri-
ties in various forms. Figure 8 shows the results of subse-
quent diffusion studies and one can see the large variation
in measurements in the literature. Advances in under-
standing have shown that hydrogen migration through
bulk silicon predominantly occurs in atomic form at room
temperature with an activation barrier of ∼ 0.5 eV, but
can recombine into a dimer which is then trapped by
a barrier of 0.8 − 1.2 eV. Exact values are difficult to
predict and depend on various doping and impurity lev-
els, growth methods, defects and lattice orientations, and
even quantum effects [267]. The vWW diffusivity results
are consistently higher than every subsequent measure-
ment and can be taken as the upper limit in our analysis
[268].
Whichever diffusivity one uses, the vWW solubility
results extrapolate to 10−10 molecules per cubic cen-
timetre at room temperature under 1 bar of H2 and so
there should be no hydrogen whatsoever within the bulk.
Other measurements have found agreement with a very
low value , with the highest at only a few hundred hy-
drogen atoms per cubic centimetre at room temperature
[206, 269, 270]. Using any one of these solubilities does
not alter the permeation values in Table V by a more
than a factor of two or three.
Standard semiconductor processing, such as mechan-
ical polishing, HF etching, plasma treatments etc,
can result in far higher levels of hydrogen close to
the surface [262]. Several studies have found values
as high as 1018 molecules per cubic centimetre and
drops significantly after a depth of one micron[271].
This concentration will lead to outgassing rates of
10−7mbar l s−1cm−2, using Equation 12 and the vWW
diffusivity scaling law, but can be completely degassed
to below 10−30mbar l s−1cm−2 within an hour under
vacuum as shown in Figure 9, limited by surface re-
combination. Moreover, surface oxides and nitrides act
as efficient permeation barriers [240–242]. Hydrogen
bound on the silicon surface has very high desorption
energy [272, 273] (above 1.8 eV) such that the desorp-
tion rate from one monolayer coverage would be below
10−22mbar l s−1cm−2 using Equation 11. Thermal des-
orption studies [273] show that most hydrogen complexes
can be desorbed from silicon by annealing at 600◦C.
Hickmott [274] studied the interaction between hydro-
gen and glass and found that the hot filament of the ion-
ization gauge had a detrimental effect on determining the
residual gas content at UHV. He noted that hydrogen was
desorbed at the two distinct activation energies of 0.29 eV
and 1.08 eV. The former is so low that it will desorb com-
pletely at room temperature under vacuum, whereas the
latter requires baking above 400◦C. Spectroscopic studies
by Hickmott showed that after a high temperature bake
the main residual gases were water and carbon monox-
ide. Todd [275] measured the residual water composition
in a variety of glasses and found negligible outgassing
(∼ 10−23mbar l s−1cm−2) in AS glass after high temper-
ature baking. This low outgassing rate is due to the
strong Si-H and Si-OH bonds. Using the values from Ta-
ble V and Equation 12 to calculate the lowest hydrogen
outgassing rate from AS glass, as shown in Table VII, we
find remarkable agreement between the theoretical value
of just over 10−17mbar l s−1cm−2 and experimental re-
sult [276, 277] of just below [278] 10−16mbar l s−1cm−2.
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FIG. 8. The large scatter in data for diffusion of hydrogen through silicon [193, 243–261]. We have only plotted data for
hydrogen diffusion (no isotopes) and have indicated the type of silicon where known. The solid black line is the commonly
quoted vWW diffusion rate.
Noble gases
Noble gases cannot be removed once the MicroMOTs
are sealed and so must be completely degassed from all
components before bonding. As discussed in Section VB
negligible levels of noble gases, specifically helium, should
be found in silicon unless additional data corroborates a
recent study [207]. Noble gases in glasses are expected
to reach concentrations of 10 ppb when exposed to at-
mosphere, which will outgas from the bulk diffusively.
Figure 10 shows the results of degassing AS glass using
Equation 12, and we see that a thin slab can be com-
pletely degassed easily. This would scale proportionally
to the area when wafer level degassing is required.
The last materials in our chips are metals such as gold
for the atom chip and those for the NEG. Noble gases
do not permeate most metals and so one should be able
to ignore these materials, however the method of their
deposition is important: Sputtered thin films have been
found to incorporate large quantities of argon, as this
process gas is used to remove the metal atoms from the
sputter target. The argon is then buried in the growing
thin film and permeates to the surface along dislocations
and pores, as well as via self-diffusion. Where possible
films should be deposited by vacuum arc deposition [156]
or e-beam evaporation which do not require additional
gases. In situations where sputtering is unavoidable sev-
eral modifications can be made to reduce contamination
by this gas source including [165, 166]: increasing the
sputter gas pressure [279] , increasing the substrate tem-
perature, reducing the deposition rate, post annealing,
and finally changing to a heavier gas. Using this last
modification by replacing argon with krypton has been
shown to reduce the gas incorporation by a factor of 103
or even lower, but moving to xenon shows little improve-
ment [166]. Measurements of Ti-Zr-V NEG films have
detected krypton outgassing rates [280] at the sensitivity
limit of the detector - down to 10−19mbar l s−1cm−2 after
several activations - which is still too high for our device,
but this could be further reduced with higher tempera-
ture anneals.
Carbon monoxide
Carbon monoxide is the second most significant gas
at UHV. Due to its relatively large size (compared to
helium or hydrogen) diffusion through the bulk will be
negligible and so carbon monoxide is largely a surface
outgassing species [281]. Studies looking at the resid-
ual gases in glass have shown that the carbon monoxide
concentrations vary widely [282] and it is difficult to ob-
tain repeatable results. In addition, this also depends on
glass type, processing history, and the effects of ioniza-
tion cathodes. We do not know the desorption energy
for carbon monoxide on glass, but due to the latter’s
low reactivity we expect carbon monoxide to only be ph-
ysisorbed and so quickly degassed. Similar conclusions
have been noted in photodesorption measurements [283].
One study looking at the effect of breaking glass sub-
strates in vacuum found that the carbon monoxide level
remained constant, but carbon dioxide quickly decreased
[284]. This was attributed to the reaction with residual
hydrogen forming methane, which was seen to increase.
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FIG. 9. The theoretical outgassing rate of hydrogen for 1mm
thick silicon (dashed line) and AS glass (solid line) for three
baking temperatures. We have assumed AS glass is diffusion
limited and calculated the rate using Equation 12 and values
from Table V after exposure to 1 bar hydrogen (i.e. immer-
sion into water). We have calculated the rate for silicon using
a summation of diffusion (Equation 12) from the bulk as well
as considering the higher concentration at the surface (see
text), and also recombination-limited surface desorption using
Equation 11 (k = 2) with values from Gupta et al [273]. The
room temperature silicon outgassing shows an initially high
rate due to diffusion of the high concentration near the surface
and is eventually limited by surface desorption of the dihy-
dride surface species (as are the higher temperature bakes).
A careful study [285] avoiding the effects of gauges mea-
sured carbon monoxide outgassing rates from stainless
steel less than 6×10−17mbar l s−1cm−2, three orders of
magnitude less than hydrogen.
Thermal desorption studies of carbon monoxide re-
leased from silicon surfaces are few, but show that the
thermal desorption energy is below 0.5 eV [286] and so
should be degassed easily. Photodesorption and plasma
cleaning have also been shown to efficiently remove car-
bon and oxygen contamination from silicon surfaces.
Other gases
Methane is commonly found in UHV environments is
not pumped by Ti-Zr-V getters at room temperature. It
is thought to be produced from reactions on the high
temperature electrodes of ionization gauges, so should
not be an issue in our gauge-less MicroMOTs. It may
also be formed from reactions between carbon monox-
ide and hydrogen during their diffusion on NEG or glass
surfaces [284], as mentioned before. A desorption rate
of 10−14mbar lt s−1cm−2 of methane was measured by
Setina et al [287] from Ti-Zr-V-Fe getter strips which
would be a serious vacuum risk in the MicroMOTs, how-
ever one would expect the methane production rate to be
related to the partial pressures of H2 and CO which was
FIG. 10. The He outgassing rate from 1mm thick alumi-
nosilicate glass slab at various temperatures after storage in
atmosphere (5 ppm He content), calculated with Equation 12.
The black dashed line indicates the target outgassing rate.
not seen in other studies [288] below 10−8mbar. There-
fore, methane should be completely evacuated before the
MicroMOT is sealed, otherwise one must use reactive get-
ters, or briefly elevate the NEG temperature to achieve
some pumping. Other organic species have been found
in encapsulated MEMs-type devices which are likely due
to insufficent cleaning or residual gases prior to sealing
[132, 289].
Should anodic bonding be used to seal the chips, oxy-
gen will be released along the inner bonding edges where
the voltage is high and no silicon exists to bond with
the non-bridging oxygen atoms [181, 221, 290]. Predict-
ing the amount of oxygen released is unreliable due to
the lack of data and the effects of bonding parameters,
chip dimensions, and increased outgassing at raised tem-
peratures. However, by analyzing the few studies on this
subject [221, 290, 291] we estimate 1013 to 1014 molecules
per millimetre inner bonding circumference. For our Mi-
croMOT design this can lead to a monolayer coverage of
oxygen on the NEGs and result in saturation. It should
be noted that oxygen penetrates the NEG surface result-
ing in a capacity of about five monolayers [157]. There-
fore it is important to maintain the chip at high temper-
atures after bonding to absorb the oxidized NEG layers
into the bulk. Once rubidium is released into the chip it
will quickly oxidize with any remaining oxygen forming
Rb2O, which also reacts exothermically with water and
hydrogen forming stable hydroxides and hydrides which
do not contaminate vacuum.
E. Vacuum discussion
We have identified all the main sources of residual gases
which could threaten our sealed UHV environment. We
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TABLE VII. Lowest and typical room temperature outgassing
rates for 2mm thick materials. The theoretical values (Th.)
have been estimated using Equation 12 and Figure 9 with
a 10 hr 250◦C vacuum bake for ‘typical outgassing’ and an
additional 1 hr 600◦C vacuum bake for ‘lowest outgassing’.
Outgassing rate Lowest Typical
(mbar l s−1cm−2)
Silicona 10−30 (Th.) 10−24 (Th.)
Aluminosilicate 10−17 10−16 (Th.b)
Pyrex 10−14 10−10
Stainless steel 10−15c 10−12
a Theoretical values taken from Figure 9.
b Using values from Table V
c Thinner materials have lower outgassing rates and Nemanič et
al [298] have demonstrated 10−17 with 150µm foil.
have seen that helium permeation through glass can be
reduced to a negligible level with the use of aluminosili-
cates and could further be improved with optical coatings
such as graphene [191]. Leaking through bonds must be
several orders of magnitude lower than has been mea-
sured, but can be sufficiently improved by incorporat-
ing a ‘moat’ within the bonding seam. We also note
that leakage can be further reduced by coating the inner
edges of bonding seams with NEG films and by applying
a barrier coating on the outer edges of the device. Sev-
eral bonding techniques are available and we highlight
eutectic and direct bonding as the most suitable meth-
ods due to their low outgassing and high hermeticity,
with anodic bonding as a suitable and simpler alterna-
tive if the oxygen released during bonding can be pumped
away. Lowering the temperatures of these bonding tech-
niques should be investigated as they can reduce the out-
gassing limitations by two or three orders of magnitude
[219, 223, 224, 228, 292–297].
The greatest hurdle we are left with is to reduce out-
gassing. This can be tackled in two ways: 1) improve
the pumping rate and capacity of the getter films, and 2)
reduce the outgassing rate by extensive degassing proce-
dures and careful choice of materials.
It has been shown that the pumping rate of NEGs is
difficult to improve even with reactive lithium getters,
however the latter retains a constant pumping rate irre-
spective of its history. NEGs are more straightforward
to deposit, can be used to coat surfaces to reduce out-
gassing and are stable in air. Reactive getters need to be
deposited under vacuum and could result in unwanted
coating on components in the chamber. However, they
have far higher capacities and can pump gases such as
methane, which NEGs cannot. Therefore we see a com-
bination of NEGs and reactive getters as a good compro-
mise with the former activated during bonding and the
latter activated after bonding.
For the second method to tackle outgassing we have
seen in Table VII that at room temperature the materi-
als we have chosen for the device are more than adequate
once degassed to achieve the room temperature (hydro-
gen) outgassing rate of 10−12mbar l s−1cm−2 (Equation
8). When we consider the outgassing with a bonding
process at around 400◦C during which outgassing can in-
crease by eight orders of magnitude and put stricter room
temperature rates of less than 10−16mbar l s−1cm−2
(Equation 14) for bulk gettered gases such as hydrogen,
10−18mbar l s−1cm−2 for surface gettered gases such as
carbon monoxide, and less than 10−21mbar l s−1cm−2 for
non-gettered noble gases. We can see in Table VII that
silicon outgassing is likely to be negligible compared to
AS glass whose rate matches our target. When calcu-
lating this latter value we assumed a diffusion energy of
0.9 eV. We can now be confident that AS glass will be
the major source of hydrogen so if we use a more re-
alistic value of 0.79 eV (Table V) we lower our target
to 10−15mbar l s−1cm−2, which is certainly achievable.
Carbon monoxide outgassing is difficult to predict but
we expect it to be far lower than hydrogen, as found in
stainless steel [285]. We have seen that noble gases may
be sufficiently removed from the chamber material with
realistic baking parameters and by using the separated
wafer fabrication method shown in Figure 4, one can en-
sure the optimum baking regime for each material.
VI. PROTOTYPE MICROMOT
We are now at the stage where a prototype Micro-
MOT can be designed to provide realistic values from
which we can estimate the vacuum performance and life-
time. We are currently in the process of fabricating these
devices based on the following design which we will char-
acterize and present detailed processes at a later date.
We have consciously avoided designing the MicroMOT
around a single application or manipulation technique,
e.g. free-falling atom interferometers, or BECs on atom
chips. This is because the MicroMOT will likely need
to be adapted for the specific task, so we have chosen a
simple generic design to demonstrate what is possible.
As discussed in Section II we assume a G-MOT type
geometry using a 10mm diameter grating structure and
a cavity volume of 15×15×3mm3 to avoid light scat-
tering off sidewalls. Around 90% of the beam overlap
volume is within 2.5mm of the grating surface, and so
this is a reasonable choice of height and is also feasible
to fabricate from silicon using deep reactive ion etching,
wet etching, machining, or powder blasting [299]. The
chip is formed of four chambers: a large science cham-
ber for cooling and manipulating the atoms, an atom
source chamber in which to hold the alkali dispensers, an
alkali getter/LIAD/peltier chamber, and a reactive get-
ter chamber. The source chamber is connected to the
science chamber by a very thin channel to restrict the
vapour flow. The top 2mm thick capping wafer is anti-
reflection coated and is anodically or direct bonded to the
silicon ‘cavity wafer’. The thickness of the glass layer is
determined by several factors including the permeation
rates, bondability, structural integrity and price. This
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FIG. 11. Prototype design of a miniaturized magneto-optical
trap incorporating all the elements discussed in the text. Di-
mensions are 20×24×5mm3.
wafer incorporates a moat within the bonding region on
both sides to reduce argon leakage. The reflector layer is
coated by a thin alumina layer to prevent alkali corrosion
of the gold and is eutectically bonded to the cavity wafer.
Future designs will include atom chip wires and electri-
cal feedthroughs forming this chamber wall. We have
not shown the quadrupole magnetic field coils as these
are trivial to implement and may simply be bonded, or
deposited, onto the top and bottom external surfaces,
or could be approximated with a double loop on single
surface [300].
Following extensive cleaning and baking procedures,
the glass and silicon wafers are first bonded in vacuum
so that the oxygen released during anodic bonding can be
removed without saturating the NEG. An NEG thin film
is sputtered on the internal sidewalls and onto some of the
bottom layer (with the reflector masked off) to provide
the largest NEG area and reduce outgassing. The re-
maining reflector layer is then eutectically bonded under
UHV after high temperature baking to desorb hydrogen,
carbon monoxide and noble gases.
Table VIII provides a detailed summary of dimensions
and an estimation on the vacuum properties of the device
using values calculated in this study. We can see that the
lifetime of the device is determined by the argon leakage,
but is nearly an order of magnitude greater than our tar-
get. The extremely low outgassing rate of AS glass results
in negligible outgassing after bonding such that the base
pressure is in the XHV regime for an essentially unlim-
ited lifetime. Practically, the lifetime and base pressure
will be determined by the atom source and the residual
noble gas partial pressure in the bonding chamber which
we typically achieve levels below 10−11mbar.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that it is feasible to maintain UHV,
and even XHV, environments for extended periods in-
side sealed chips using materials and methods borrowed
from the semiconductor industry. However, it is neces-
sary to highlight the assumptions we have made if these
type of devices are to become a realistic technology. A
great emphasis has been made on degassing the materials
at temperatures up to 600◦C to ensure a sufficiently low
outgassing rate once sealed. For the bulk materials dis-
cussed this is certainly possible, but more sophisticated
devices are likely to have additional components, such as
micro-Peltier coolers, detectors, field emission tips (for
active pumping or ionization), or even light sources (such
as UV LEDs for LIAD), which can be sensitive to extreme
temperatures. Moreover, thin films, such as gold on sil-
icon, can diffuse at moderate temperatures if additional
barrier layers are not used [218]. In these situations one
must use lower temperature degassing, such as UV des-
orption or plasma cleaning, and also develop lower tem-
perature bonding methods [219, 223, 224, 228, 292–297].
The very low leak rates we have predicted are possi-
ble by a combination of hermetic bonding and additional
moat cavities. We have assumed that the materials to be
joined are reliably homogeneous and intact (e.g. perfect
crystallinity in the case of silicon) but in reality fabri-
cation processes may lead to defects which can result
in additional leakage routes such as microcracks, crystal
plane dislocations, surface defects, or thin oxide films.
Surface barrier films, NEG coatings and stress-relief an-
nealing can reduce these effects but these possible sources
of leakage are still worth bearing in mind.
We have used the large amount of data on hydrogen
diffusion in silicon to predict that it has a very low out-
gassing rate. We find that this rate is consistently low
whichever values we use from the literature, especially
after a high temperature bake for several hours, and so
we are confident in the estimate. However, as mentioned
in Section VD, there is no absolutely reliable method to
predict the outgassing rate from real materials and the
simple diffusion-limited model is only useful to an order
of magnitude at best, especially when considering the mi-
gration of reactive species such as hydrogen. This can be
seen with studies looking at the outgassing of stainless
steel, where the diffusion limited model produces reason-
able estimate for low temperature bakes (below 300◦C),
but generally fails to predict the effect of very high tem-
peratures. This is usually attributed to the effect of sur-
face oxides which are more stable during low tempera-
ture baking and act as diffusion barriers [301]. Therefore
we expect silicon to have a very low outgassing rate but
probably higher than the value stated in Table VII. Ex-
perimental studies focusing specifically on outgassing are
required. We have used measured values for AS glass
outgassing, but glasses are notorious for producing vari-
able results [302] so it is necessary to perform additional
outgassing studies on the specific glass one uses to ensure
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TABLE VIII. Expected vacuum properties of the prototype MicroMOT in atmosphere at 20◦C.
Internal volume (cm3) 0.65 including subchambers
Surface area (cm2) 7.8 2.6 glass
NEGa area (cm2) 3.3 all sides and some of the reflector surface
Glass thickness (cm) 0.2
Moat volume (cm3) 0.03 1×0.5 mm trench within each bonding seam
Bonder base pressure (mbar) 10−9 equal H2 and CO, negligible noble gases
Bonding parameters 1 hr at 400◦C typical eutectic bond
Gas source (mbar l s−1) Surface pumped (CO) Bulk pumped (H2) Noble gas
Permeationb - 1.3×10−23 7.3×10−23
Leakagec 1.9×10−23 3.8×10−24 2.3×10−22
Outgassingd 4.5×10−17 2.6×10−16 < 10−24
Base pressuree (mbar) 10−18 10−15 -
Lifetime (days to reach 1.5×10−10mbar) 106 109 3200
a Surface capacity of 5×1014molecules cm−2 and bulk capacity of 7.5×1016molecules cm−2 (1µm film with xH = 0.01).
b The permeation rates are calculated using the breakthrough time from Equation 4 substituted into Equation 5.
c Bond leak rate (air) of 10−15mbar l s−1 for 2 bonding seams (top wafer and bottom wafer). We have assumed the carbon monoxide
leak is from atmospheric carbon dioxide.
d As the carbon monoxide outgassing rate is unknown we have assumed a value which is ten times less than hydrogen as discussed in the
text as a worst case scenario.
e The base noble gas pressure will be equal to the residual level in the bonding chamber.
suitability. For the sake of bevity we have limited our dis-
cussions to silicon and glasses but there are likely to be
many other suitable materials, most noteably ceramics.
In conclusion, the aim of this study was to prove that
Magneto-Optical Traps can be miniaturised and inte-
grated into devices capable of leaving the laboratory.
We have shown that recent advances in microfabrica-
tion techniques and materials can lead to sealed cham-
bers with microlitre volumes that maintain UHV for at
least 1000 days using only passive pumping elements.
The MOT geometry can be miniaturized to use a sin-
gle laser beam, patterned reflectors, planar optics, and
atom source. Controlled by a number of methods includ-
ing LIAD, integrated cold fingers, conductance channels
and several pumping mechanisms. The main issues to
maintain sealed UHV environments are the need for ex-
tremely low leakage bonds, low outgassing materials, and
also negligible noble gas outgassing from chamber walls
and sputtered films. We hope that this work motivates
the development of ultracold quantum technology which
has a vast number of practical applications and promises
to be a fruitful technology in a number of fields.
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